
HOW TO WRITE AN EDITORIAL PAGE

CHARACTERISTICS OF EDITORIAL WRITING An editorial is an article that presents the newspaper's opinion on an
issue. It reflects the majority vote of the.

Concede a valid point of the opposition which will make you appear rational, one who has considered all the
options fiscal times are tough, and we can cut some of the funding for the arts; however, â€¦. Reinforce your
argument with analogies Nothing beats using social, cultural, or political analogies. If the topic you choose is
an ongoing issue in our society, make sure to use the most recent information. A good editorial criticizes
specific actions or cases while providing solutions to the existing issue. Choosing Your Opinion You need to
ask yourself, are you for or against the issue you have chosen as your topic for your newspaper editorial piece.
Check the instructor's guidelines word count limitations, content, and formatting before start writing the
introduction. Usually editors prefer the Op-eds come straight from the media relations staff to make sure any
opinion pieces being submitted meet these guidelines. Right at the very beginning, define your agenda in clear
terms. Editorials have uncommon classification; instead of being classified by their nature, they are classified
by their purposes. Declare your agenda outright An editorial without an unequivocal opinion is bound to fall
flat on its face. Writing an editorial is about making decisions. Keep punctuation simple. You can include an
exclamation mark to attract more attention. Present Your Opposition First. Persuade: Editorials of persuasion
aim to immediately see the solution, not the problem. A writer cannot take both sides of the controversial
topic; pick one which you believe is correct according to your experience and knowledge. When writing about
the issue associated with obese population, the writer should end up giving specific recommendations on how
to deal with this problem. For example, focus on a political topic if the Presidential elections are around the
corner. Give a strong position of the opposition. There are many ways to explain how to write an editorial
piece. And then, build an argument and discuss why the proposed steps are better than the ones in place. Don't
lose your piece of mind and become subjective as it is unprofessional. You have to pick a debatable, recently
discussed, or contradictive topic and highlight your position towards this issue using powerful evidence. When
you come to your main argument, make sure to support it with various examples or analogies.


